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PROJECTIVE «FOLDS OF LOG-GENERAL TYPE. I

M. BELTRAMETTI, A. BIANCOFIORE, AND A. J. SOMMESE

Abstract. Let A" be a normal n-dimensional Gorenstein irreducible projec-

tive subvariety of a complex projective space with codimension 3 singularities.

This article introduces new projective invariants of X and shows that they sat-

isfy certain inequalities and relations making them useful tools in the projective

classification of varieties. The main tools used are the recent precise adjunction

theoretic results on classification of projective varieties.

Introduction

We are interested in the classification of projective varieties in terms of their

projective invariants. In order to use the precise adjunction theoretic results

that now exist without continually changing hypotheses, we assume that Xa c P

is a normal «-dimensional Gorenstein irreducible variety with codimension 3

singularities and LA - ¿^»(IWa •

In [So7] it is shown that except for a small list of very well understood vari-

eties there is a birational morphism n : Xa —► X with X a normal Gorenstein

n-fold and

(a) any positive dimensional fibre F of n isa Pn_1 with LA„_, «¿fp„_,(l)

and n(F) smooth,

(b) there exists a line bundle L on X such that

Kx* ® LAn~l « n{Kx ® Ln~l)

where L is ample,  L — [n{AA)]  for a general element AA e \L\,
it— 1

KX®L      is ample and spanned by its global sections and in fact, very

ample if Xa is smooth.

Such a pair (X, L) is called a reduction of (Xa , LA).

Except for a second small list of very well understood pairs (Xa , LA),

KX®L is semi-ample and big. If n = 3, this means that X\A for a general

A e \L\ or equivalently XA\AA for a general AA G \LA\ is of log-general type.

The main problem of the projective classification lies with the pairs (X, L).
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Smooth surfaces S" given by transverse intersection of n — 2 general members

of \L\ are minimal models of general type.

We let J?x = Kx ® Ln~   and define the projective invariants

dj = JTJ ■ l"-j

for j = 0, ... ,n . For a smooth S as above it is easy to see that d2 = Ks-Ks,

dl = Ks • Ls, and that a smooth curve C obtained as the intersection of

n - 1 general members of \L\ has genus g(L) where 2g(L) - 2 = d + dx,

d = dQ. Note g(L) = g(LA). All these d- are positive and are linked by

Hodge inequalities

dj+ldJ_l<d*   forj = 1.....B.

One main result is that for such pairs (X, L), Kx + n3?x is effective except if

n - 3, 4, or 6, 3?x is spanned by global sections, and T(5?x) gives a birational

map <j> : X —► P" . For these special classes we compute all possible invariants

dj's. E.g. if n = 3 then rf3 = 1, d2 = 5, dx < 25, ú? < 125 and a smooth
5 e |L| has the same Hodge (/>,<?) numbers as a smooth degree 5 surface in

P . In this case d{ and d can vary quite a lot. We give a few examples, one

with d = 13 and ö?, = 9. The only cases when d = 125, dx = 25 are the

degree 5 surfaces in P3. The fact that, except for the above special varieties,

Kx + n3Px is effective gives us a new and very useful inequality

(n + l)dJ>(n-2)dj_l,       j>l.

Note also that ú? and dJ+l have the same parity if j is even. These inequalities

imply for example that

where dA = (LA)n and, e.g. for n = 3,

*5.tf5>(¿r(L)-i)/io.

In terms of the notion of spectral value a(X,L) of a pair (X,L) introduced

in [So7] (see §1), these results show that if a{X ,L) > 3 then the effectivity of

Kx + n^x gives the inequality o(X ,L) > (4/2 + l)/(« + 1). Previously pairs

with o(X ,L) < 3 have been classified.

In the particular case when n — 3 and X is smooth, we use the effectivity of

Kx + nJ?x and the semipositivity of appropriate combinations of Chern classes

of the first jet bundle 7, (X ,L) of L to obtain other inequalities (see also [So4,

Li-So]).

Finally we include a list of invariants for threefolds in P with g(L) < 14.

To get such a list we use a Pascal program using all the above inequalities, plus

other tricks discussed in the paper, running on a VAX 750 of the College of

Science of the University of Notre Dame.
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In §0 we summarize background material that is not so well known in the

form that we use it. We also explain the notion of reduction and give references

for the adjunction theoretic results we use.

In §1 we give the basic theory of the d- 's and in §2 we prove the effectivity

result for Kx + nJ?x discussed above.

In §3 we give numerical classification results in the three dimensional case.

The search for results that allows us to effectively enumerate the numerical

invariants of projective varieties has been a major, if not the main, reason for

the development of adjunction theory (see also [R]).

We would like to thank the referee for his suggested improvements of Theo-

rem (2.2); we originally only gave the proof for dimension three.

We would like to thank the University of Notre Dame and the Universities

of Genova and L'Aquila for their help in making our collaboration possible. We

are grateful to Kenneth Grant for his help in running our jobs on the VAX's

of the College of Science of the University of Notre Dame. The third author

would like to thank the National Science Foundation (DMS 8420 315) for its

financial support.

0. Notation and background material

We work over the complex number C. By variety we mean an irreducible

and reduced projective scheme X of dimension n . We denote its structure

sheaf by &x . For any coherent sheaf / onl, h'(^) denotes the complex

dimension of Hl{X ,&~).

If X is normal, the dualizing sheaf Kx is defined to be j„KRi ,X) where

j : Reg{X) -»I is the inclusion of the smooth points of X, and ^Regm is the

canonical sheaf of holomorphic «-forms. Note that Kx is a line bundle if X

is Gorenstein. We denote by Irr(^f) the irrational locus of X.

Let S? be a line bundle on a normal variety X. 3? is said to be numerically

effective (nef, for short) if £? • C > 0 for all effective curves C on X, and in

this case ¿¿f is said to be big if cx(2')n > 0 where c{(^f) is the first Chern

class of S?. We say that Sf is semi-ample if Jz?' is spanned by global sections

for some positive integer t. We shall denote by \5f\ the complete linear system

associated to 5? and by T(^f) the space of global sections.

(0.1) If -S17 is a nef and big line bundle on a normal variety X, then a convenient

form (see [So7, (0.2.1)]) of the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem is

(0.1.1) h\Kx ®S?) = Q   for i > max(0, dimlrr(Z)).

(0.2) We fix some more notation:

~ ( resp. «), the numerical (resp. linear) equivalence of line bundles;

X{&) = EC-Ü'A'í-SO , the Euler characteristic of a line bundle -S* ;
e(X) = cn(X), the topological Euler characteristic of X, for X smooth,

where cn(X) is the nth Chern class of the tangent bundle ^ and hence

of X.
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Abuses. Line bundles and divisors are used with little (or no) distinction.

Hence we shall freely switch from the multiplicative to the additive notation and

vice versa. Sometimes the symbol " • " of intersection of cycles is understood.

(0.3) For a line bundle J? on a normal variety X, the sectional genus g{5?)

of (X,&) is defined by

(0.3.1) 2g(&) -2 = (Kx + (n- l)^)-^f"~l.

(0.4) Lemma. Let Sf be a line bundle on a normal variety X. Then the sectional

genus g(Sf) is an integer number.

Proof. Choose an integer t, t even and large, an ample line bundle M on X

such that Sf + tM is very ample. Then g(Sf + tM) is an integer and the genus

formula gives

2g(Se + tM) = [Kx + (n - \)(£? + tM)) ■ (5? + tM)n~l

= {Kx + (n-l)£p)-5?"~l   mod(2)

= 2g{&)-2   mod(2).

Therefore g(5?) is an integer.

(0.5) Spectral value. Let Jz? be an ample line bundle on a normal variety X of

dimension n . Following [So7] we define the spectral value of the polarized pair

(X ,5?) as the smallest real number t such that given any fraction p/q > r

h°(m(Kx + (n + 1 -p/q)5f)) = 0

for all integers m > 0 with q \ m .

(0.6) Let Xa be a normal Gorenstein variety of dimension n > 2 and let LA be

a very ample line bundle on Xa . If n > 3, let us assume that cod Sing(XA) > 3

and dimIrr(XA) = 0. By a Bertini type theorem (see [So7, §0]) the transverse

intersection of n - 2 (resp. n - 1) general elements of |LA| is a smooth surface

SA (resp. a smooth curve CA).

(0.7) Reductions [So7, (0.5)]. Let (Xa ,La) be as in (0.6). We say that a pair

(X ,L) is a reduction of (Xa ,La) if L is ample and

(0.7.1) there exists a morphism n: Xa —► X expressing Xa as X with a finite

set F blown up, F contained in Reg(A") ;

(0.7.2) LA « n*L - [n~l(F)], or, equivalent^,

KXA + (n - \)LA « n{Kx + {n- l)L).

Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between elements A e \L \

which are smooth in a neighbourhood of n~l(F) and elements A e \L\ such

that F C Reg(^4). The correspondence is gotten by sending such an A to its

proper transform A   .

(0.8) Semi-ampleness of Kx + (n - 2)L. Write 3?x = Kx + {n - 2)L and let

(X,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,LA) as in (0.7), with n > 3. Then we have

(compare with (1.2.2)) the following proposition.
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(0.8.1) Proposition. Let J^x be nef and big. Then 3£x is spanned by global

sections for t>5.

Proof. First note that T(5?x) spans J^x on Irr(Ar) for all positive integers t

(see [So6]). Thus let x e X\\n(X). Choose a general A e \L\ with x e A.

Note that A is normal and Gorenstein by Bertini (see [So7, §0]). Consider the

exact sequence

0 —+ Kx ® L      ® J?x —* J£x    —► 3?A     —► 0.

Now hl(Kx ® Ln~3 <s>^x) - 0 by the Kodaira vanishing theorem, hence

r(^+1)-^r(^'+1)^o

is onto for t > 1 (note ^ = ¿%X>A) ■ Therefore sections lift and by induction it

suffices to prove this for n = 3. Thus we are reduced to proving the following

lemma.

(0.8.2) Lemma. Let S be a normal Gorenstein surface with only rational singu-

larities. If Ks is nef and big, then K's is spanned by global sections for t>5.

Proof. This is due to Bombieri. Let p: S' —> S be the minimal desingulariza-

tion of 5. Note Ks, = p*Ks, so that Ks, is nef and big. Then the result

follows from [Bo].

(0.8.3) Corollary. There exist a normal projective variety Y, an ample line bun-

dle J? on Y and a proper modification r: X —► Y such that 3?x = r*J?.

Proof. Let sor: X —> Y —> P^ be the Remmert-Stein factorization associated to

T(XX ). Since 3?x — r*^ for some ample line bundle ^ on Y and since the

Remmert-Stein factorization is independent of t if 3?x is spanned one has also

J?x — r*^è for some ample line bundle /6on 7. Then 3£x = r*(^®jffl).

(0.9) Theorem (Sommese). Let (Xa ,LA) and SA be as in (0.6) and let us

assume that KXA + (n - \)LA is nef and big. Then

(0.9.1 ) there exists a reduction n, (X,L) of (Xa ,La)x and Kx + (n-\)L

is ample.

(0.9.2) Further assume that T{{KXA + (n - 2)LA)') > 0 for some t>0. Then

Kx + (n - 2)L is nef and there is a smooth surface S which is the transverse

intersection of n-2 general members of\L\ such that S is a minimal model of

nonnegative Kodaira dimension. Moreover the restriction n\SA : SA —► S is the

map into its minimal model.

(0.9.3) If Kx + (n - 2)L is nef and big, then S is a surface of general type.

Proof. (0.9.1) and (0.9.2) are proved in [So7, §4]. As to (0.9.3), note that

(Kx + (n - 2)L)m is spanned by global sections for m > 5 in view of (0.8.1).

Let 4>m:X—^PN be the morphism associated to \(Kx + (n-2)L)m\ and let <¡>m

be the restriction of <f>m to S. If dim</>'TO(5) < 2, then [So7, (0.3.2)] applies

to say that dim<l)m(X) = dim4>'m{S) < 2, which contradicts Kx + (n- 2)L to
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be nef and big. Then dim<f>'m(S) = 2, hence the w-canonical map of S has a

2-dimensional image too.

(0.10) Castelnuovo's bound. Let (Xa, LA), SA , CA be as in (0.6). Assume

that |LA| embeds Xa in a projective space P*, TV > 4, and let dA = LAn .

Then g(CA) - g(LA) and Castelnuovo's Lemma (see e.g. [Li-So, §0]) says that

(0.10.1)    g(CA)<

jA

N-n
dA -N + n-\-

dA-2

N-n

where N = h (L ) - \ — h (L5A ) + n - 3 and [x] means the greatest integer

< x. We shall simply write Castel(rfA ,h°(LA)) to mean the right-hand side of

(0.10.1).
Now, let (X,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,La) and let S = n(SA) as in (0.9).

Look at the nonsingular curve  C = tt(Ca)  and write d = Ln.   Then the

inequality

(0.10.2)

g(C)<a\d-h (L) + n-(a-\)    K' -    ,       a = -w——-,
V l ) h (L)-\-n

holds true. Indeed, the base point set Bs|L| of \L\ consists of a finite set of

points, so that \L\ embeds C, out of Bs \L\, as a curve of degree d' < d in

some projective space. Thus

g(C) < C&ste\(d',h°(L)) < Castel(¿,h°(L)).

(0.11) Lemma. Let (Xa ,LA), SA be as in (0.6). Assume that \LA\ embeds

Xa in a projective space PN and let dA = LA" . Then

(0.11.1)   ifN = n + 2,    dA2 - 5dA - 10(g(L) - I) + 12X(<?S) = 2KSA ■ KSA ,

(0.11.2)   ifN > n + 3,    í/A2-5í/A-10(g(L)-l) + 12^(^)>2/s:5A-^A.

Proof. Let N = n + 2. Then h°(LA„) = h°(LA) -n + 2 and |LAA| embeds SA

in P4 , so (0.11.1) follows from the standard exact sequence of tangent bundles

n_,7   —> i*<T —> at       —».n

where /': S -► P4 , as in [H, p. 434].

If N > n + 3, then |LAA| embeds SA in a p^-^2 = p. Look at the

generic projection 50 of SA into a P4. The surface S0 has a finite number

# of nodes as singular points. Let S' be the minimal desingularization of S0.

Then Lemma 2.2 of [Sol] applies to say that there exists a connected complex

manifold zV that contains S' as a submanifold and such that S' —► P extends

to a holomorphic immersion Ö:^-»P4. Hence we have the exact sequence
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where u denotes the inclusion of S' in ^ and 17% = 6*3^4. Again the same

argument as in [H, p. 434] works, noting that

c2^m) = (s> • SX - (^A -S\-2#.

(0.12) Implications of the Barth-Lefschetz Theorem. Let (Xa ,LA) be as in (0.6)

and let N = h°(LA) - 1. Under the further assumption that Xa is a locally

complete intersection a standard consequence of the Barth-Lefschetz Theorem

gives the following conditions (see [Fl-La and So5]).

(0.12.1) Xa is simply connected if 2« - N > 1.

(0.12.2) If 2« - N = 1, there exists an exact sequence

0 -» Pic(P^) -» PicfJT) -h. 5? -» 0

where r: Pic(P ) —► Pic^) is the restriction map and the cokernel S? is a

torsion free group.

(0.12.3) If 2n - JV > 2, then Pic^) s Pic(JT) via r.   D

Let us recall the Riemann-Roch formula we use in case of isolated singulari-

ties.

(0.13)    Riemann-Roch Theorem (see [F, Chapter 18.3]). Let (Xa ,LA) be as

in (0.6) and let (X ,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,LA). Assume n = 3 and let

p : X' —» X be a resolution of singularities. Since X has a finite number of

singular points, for a line bundle Jz? on X, we have

X(&)=J73/6 + p.cl-2'2/4 + pt(c[2 + c2)-J?/12 + x(&x)

where c\ = c,^,) are the Chern classes of X1, i — 1,2. Furthermore x(^x) =

X(<?x>) + 12nxlx] with the sum over all singular points x in X and

nx=/(Rlpt<?xl)x-/(R\<?x,)x

where f(&')x denotes the length of the stalk of the sheaf ¡7 at x.     u

By using the projection formula one sees that

pmc\ • Sf2 = c\ ■ (p*Sf)2 = -Kx ■ 3>2

and

pt(c'2) ■ & = c2 ■ p*S? = K2X-Sf.

Therefore the Riemann-Roch formula takes its usual form

(0.13.1)        X{&) = 5f3/6 - KX-2,2IA + (K2X + c2(X))-5f/\2 + x(ffix)

where c2(X) stands for ptc2(X').

(0.14) Some special varieties. We say that a polarized pair (X,¿¿?), S? an

ample line bundle on X, is a scroll over a variety Y if there exists a surjective

morphism f.X-*Y such that (F,5CF) S (1^,^(1)), with s = n -dim7,

for every fibre F of /.
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If —Kx is ample we say that X is a Fano variety. The largest positive integer

r such that -Kx « r£f, for some ample line bundle Jz? on X, is the index of

X. A polarized pair (X, ¿2?) is said to be a Del Pezzo variety if Kx « ( 1 - n )S?.

(0.15) The generalized Hodge index theorem. As a consequence of the usual

Hodge index theorem we get the general results below which gives useful in-

equalities we need through the paper.

(0.15.1) Lemma. Let X bean n-dimensional variety and let M ,N be line

bundles on X, such that M is ample and N is nef. Then for j — 1,...,«- 1

(Mj+1 • N"-j-l)(Mj-1 ■ N"-j+i) < (MJ ■ N"-j)2.

Proof. First assume N to be ample. Choose Dx, ... ,Dj_x e \mM\, El,...,

En-j-\ € \m^\ • Then for m > 0 the transversal intersection of Dx, ... ,DjX,

Ex, ... ,En_j_x is a nonsingular surface Y. By using the usual Hodge index

theorem one sees that

m2n(Mj+x •Nn-j'{)(Mj-1 -Nn-j+l)

= m2n(Mj-x - Nn-j~l • M2)(Mj-{ - N"-j-1 • AT2)

=    (My   ■   My)(Ny   ■   Ny )    <    (My   •   Ny^

= m2"(Mj-l-N"-j-l-M-N)

2«/«W      xr«-J\2= m   (M -N     )

and hence we get the result.

Now assume N to be nef. If H is an ample line bundle on X, and e is

a positive rational number, the Q-divisor N + eH is ample. Therefore, for

m » 0, m(N + eH) is a very ample Cartier divisor. Then by the above

(MJ+l ■ (N + eH)"~j~l)(Mj~l • (N + sH)n~j+l) < (Mj ■ (N + cH)n~j)2

so we are done as soon as e goes to zero.

(0.15.2) Remark. If in (0.15.1) we have the equality and if j = n - 1 also, then

N is numerically equivalent to a rational multiple of M. Indeed in this case

we have

(My   •  My)(Ny   •  Ny)   =   (My   •  A^

where Y is the nonsingular surface obtained as the transversal intersection of

n — 2 general members of \mM\, m » 0. Let a — NY-NY and b = MY • NY .

Then MY • (aMY - bNy) = 0 and therefore by the usual Hodge index theorem

one has aMY ~ bNY since MY is ample and (aMY-bNY) — 0. It thus follows

that aM ~ bN by the first Lefschetz theorem on hyperplane sections.   D

Let Lx,... ,Lk be nef line bundles on an n-dimensional variety X. Let

cx(L)J for a multi-index / = (jx, ... ,jk), ji > 0,  i = 1,... ,k, denote

nl.c.iL/. Let |7| = Eti>,-
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(0.15.3) Theorem. With the notation as above, given a multi-index J with \J\-

n we have

k

(a) el(L)J>Yllel(Lt)Hfn-,
;=1

(b)
f k >

Ki=\ J

U" k

E[cW]
/•=i

/too/. Relation (b) easily follows from (a). To prove (a), first note that by

passing to a desingularization of X we can assume that X is smooth. Next

note that it suffices to prove the theorem for ample line bundles. Indeed, let H

be an ample line bundle. If the results were true for ample line bundles, then

for positive integers m

(k V      k
[X\cx(mLi + H)h      > Hic^mLi + H)"f .

Dividing by m we get

k

m"(cx(L)J)n +p(m) > mnYl(cl(L.)n)J' +q(m)

;=i

where p(m), q(m) are degree n - 1 polynomials in m with Chern numbers

of the Li and H as coefficients. Dividing by m and as soon as m goes to the

infinity, we find
k

(cI(L)/)">n(c1(L,)V'.
1=1

Further since the truth or falsity of the inequality above is uneffected by multi-

plying each L. by a large m we can assume without loss of generality that all

the Li are very ample.

Claim. If the theorem is true for k = 2, then it is also true for k > 2.

Proof of the Claim. We will do an induction on the number t of very ample

line bundles. Assume we know the result when t < k - 1 where k > 3. Let

J = (jx, ... ,jk). If jk — 0, then we are done. Otherwise choose jk general

elements of \Lk\ and intersect them to get a (h-^-dimensional submanifold

Y of X. Then by the induction hypothesis we have, for t = k - \,

(*) c1(L)y = Hc1(LI.|yf>n[c1(£,.|yrA]M"-A)
i=i i=i

as well as, for t — 2,

(**) c^L^^c^Lf^.c^t

>[cl(Li)n]{n-hyn[cx(Lk)"f/n.
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Now the claim easily follows by combining (*) with (**) and also recalling

that n-jk=jx + -- + jk_x.   D

Thus we are reduced to prove the statement in the case of very ample line

bundles Lx, L2 on X. Let ö = log(cx(Lx)J -cx(L2)n~J). Then Lemma (0.15.1)

above gives

(#) i/>(ffy_,+ff/+I)/2, J=l,...,/I-1.

We have to prove

(##) 1j>U/n)qn + ((n-j)/n)q0.

This follows immediately from (#). Indeed let /:[0,n]-»R be the function

such that f(j) = q. and which is extended by linearity between i,i + 1 for

1 = 1, ... ,n - 1. The relation (#) simply says that the function f(x) is

convex. The desired relation (##) is a consequence of convexity. To see this

note that Uln)qn + ((n-j)ln)q(i is just the y value of the point over j of the

line segment joining the points (0,q0) and (n,qn). So, by convexity, f(j) is

greater or equal to this value. This completes the proof.   D

For further background material we refer the reader to [So7, §0].

1.   The (n - 2)-pluridegrees of a polarized pair

Throughout this section we fix a polarized pair (Xa ,LA) as in (0.6). In

[So7] a complete description of all cases where KXA +(n- l)LA is not nef and

big is carried out. Thus we can assume KXA + (n - 1 )LA to be nef and big.

Then there exists a reduction (X, L) of (Xa ,La) in view of (0.9). From now

on when n > 3 we can also assume Kx + (n — 2)L to be nef and big: indeed

all cases where n > 3 and Kx + (n - 2)L are not nef and big are completely

described again in [So7]. As in (0.8), write

Jtx = Kx + (n - 2)L

and define the (n - 2)-pluridegrees of (X, L) (or simply pluridegrees, for short)

dj=^-L"~J,       j = 0,...,n.

For 7 = 0, d0- d is the degree of (X, L).

The fact that 3?x is nef and big gives us some general inequalities. First note

that

dj>0,       j = 0,...,n.

(1.1) Lemma (The generalized Hodge index theorem). For j - 1, ... , n - 1

we have

(1.1.1) d2>dj+xdj_x;

(1.1.2) d2 = dj+xdj_x    ifd\ = dd2;

(1.1.3) d">dJndn'j.
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Proof. (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) follow from (0.15.1) and (0.15.2) by taking M = L,
N = J?X, while (1.1.3) follows from (0.15.3) for k = 2, Lx = 3?x, L2 = L,
and (j1,j2) = (j,n-j).   a

As a consequence we find a condition on d2 and we also improve (0.8.1).

(1.2) Corollary. With the notation as above and n > 3:

(1.2.1) The inequality d2>3 holds.

(1.2.2) Xx is spanned by global sections for t>3.

Proof. Let dA = LA'n and note that d > dA. If d2 = 1, then d3 - dx =

d = 1 by (1.1.1). Hence dA = d = 1 which means that (Xa ,La) = (X,L) 3

(P",(?(1)), contradicting the nefness assumption on ^.. Again by (1.1.1) we

find for d2 = 2, d3 = 4, dx = d = I or d3 = dx = d = 2. The first case leads to

the same contradiction as above. In the second case one has d ^ 1 : otherwise

(Xa ,La) = (P" ,<?(l)) which contradicts the assumption that KXA + (n- l)LA

is nef and big. Therefore d = dA = 2, (Xa ,LA) = (X,L) = (Q,<?Q(\)), Q

quadric hypersurface in P , 3£Q = <?Q(-2), again a contradiction. This gives

(1.2.1).
The statement in (1.2.2) is due to Reider's method. Indeed let SA be as in

(0.6). Then S is a minimal model of a surface of general type (see (0.9.3)) and

K's is spanned by global sections for t > 3 (see [Be]). Now the same argument

works as in the proof of (0.8.1).

(1.3) Lemma. We have, for j = 1, ... ,n

(n + 2)dj>(n-2)dJ_x.

Proof. Since ^x is nef and big, x(Kx + t3Tx) is a polynomial of degree n

and x(Kx + tJTx) = h°(Kx + tJ^x) if t is positive by (0.1.1). Hence there

exists an integer t, I < t < n + 1, such that h°(Kx + tJtx) > 0. Writing

Kx + t^x = (t+ \)3?x -(n- 2)L we find, for ; > 1,

(t + \)dj -(n- 2)dj_x = ((t +\Wx-(n- 2)L)-^~X • Ln~j > 0

which gives the result.   D

As a consequence of (1.3) and genus formula (0.3.1) (see also (1.5) below)

we easily get the bound

d<(n + 2)(g(L)-l)/n

which is stronger than the bound d < 2g(L) - 2 obtained from (0.3.1). Note

also that if X has nonnegative Kodaira dimension the stronger relation

d<2(g(L)-\)l(n-\)

can be proved (see [Li-So, §0]).
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Let A be the transversal intersection of n — k—l general members of \L\.

Then A is a normal Gorenstein subscheme of X of dimension k + 1 and the

adjunction formula gives

3rx{AKKA + (k-i)LA = jrA.

( 1.4) Lemma. For j = 0, ... ,n - 1 and j even,

dj = dj+x   mod(2).

Proof. Let A be as above. Then for k = 0,...,«- 1 we have

(Kx + kXx + (n-k- \)L) -3?x ■ Ln~k~x = (KA + k^A) • Jff .

The left-hand member is equal to

((k + l)JTx + (1 - k)L)-3Tx ■ Ln~k~X = (k+ \)dk+x -(k-\)dk.

By genus formula (0.3.1) it thus follows that

(k + i)dk+l-(k-i)dk = 2g(jrA) -2

and g(3t-A) is an integer by (0.4). This gives the result.   D

Note that for k = 1, A can be assumed to be the smooth surface S as in

(0.9.2), (0.9.3), the minimal model of a surface of general type. It is easy to see

that

d = Ls-Ls;       dx= Ks-Ls;       d2=Ks-Ks.

First, the genus formula gives

(1.5) dx=2g(L)-2-d.

From well-known properties of surfaces of general type (see [Ba-P-V, Chapter

VII]) some further relations follow.

(1.6) d2<9X(<?s).

Indeed Noether's formula x(@s> = (ci+c2)/^ and the Miyaoka-Yau inequality

c\ < 3c2 lead to d2 < 9x(&s) ■ Note that the equality cannot happen. Otherwise

S is a ball quotient and hence standard arguments show that S would be a

K(n, 1), thus contradicting [So3, 1.3].

Furthermore from Noether's inequality Pg(S) <cx/2 + 2 it follows that

(1.7) d2>2X(d?s)-6.

A result due to Beauville, the Beauville-Castelnuovo inequality, gives us condi-

tions for h (Ls) > x(Ls).

(1.8) Lemma. We have h°(Ls) > x(Ls) (respectively h°(LAA) > x(LAA)) if

one of the following holds:

(a) ¿2<3x(^s)-10;

(b) (Ks -Ls)-Ls<0 (resp. (KSA - LAA ) ■ LAA < 0) ;

(c) (Ks - Ls) ■ (Ks + LS)<0 (resp. (KSA - LAA ) ■ (K$A + LAA ) < 0).
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Proof. Clearly (b) or (c) leads to h2(Ls) = h°(Ks-Ls) = 0 and hence h°(Ls) >

X(LS) (resp. h°(LAA) > X(LAA)).

If d2 < 3x(&s) - 10 then d2 < 3^(5) ~ 7- Therefore Beauville's result

mentioned above says in particular that the rational map associated to T(KS)

is not birational. Since Ls is very ample out off a finite set of points (resp. LAA

very ample) it thus follows that h (Ks - Ls) = 0 (resp. h (KSA - LAA) = 0)

and we are done.

2. The effectivity of Kx + nJfx

Throughout this section we fix a polarized pair (Xa ,LA) of dimension n > 3

as in (0.6). Let (X,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,LA) and let SA , S be as in

(0.9). Then by the above Xx - Kx + (n - 2)L can be assumed to be nef and

big, so that S is a smooth surface of general type by (0.9.3).

First, we need the following general fact. We have heard it attributed to

Matsusaka. We give the proof in the three dimensional case: the general proof

runs parallel.

(2.1) Lemma. Let Jz? be an ample line bundle on a normal variety Y of di-

mension n such that h (¿¿?) > n and Sf   = 1.   Then Sf is spanned and

(y,^) = (p",^pn(i)).

Proof (n = 3). Take a general element D e \5f\ and let C = 5C -S?. Since SC

is ample and S? — 1, the surface D and the curve C are both irreducible.

From the exact sequences

O^^-^^-S^O,

we find h°(5?D) > 3 and h°(5?c) > 2. Since deg^c = ^ = 1 and C is

irreducible it thus follows that C = P . Therefore -2^-. = ¿fpi ( 1 ) is spanned by

global sections, so that 2fD and Jz? are also spanned. Furthermore A°(^c) = 2

implies that h°(J¿?D) = 3, hence h°(¿¿?) = 4 and the morphism associated to

1-5*1 is an isomorphism,   a

As far as the effectivity of Kx + nJfx is concerned we have the following

result. We thank the referee for suggesting an alternate proof to our original

result for n - 3 . The special classes when the effectivity of Kx + n3?x fails

are described in Proposition (2.3) below.

(2.2) Theorem. With the notation as above, h°(Kx + n3?x) > 0 unless n = 3,4

or 6 and there exists a proper modification r:A,-»P" such that 3£x = r*<f¥„(l).

Proof. Since ^x is nef and big, p(t) — x{t^x) is a polynomial of degree n .

Note that p(t) = h°(t^x) for t > 0 by (0.1.1) since

tXx = Kx + (t-l)3fx + (n- 2)L
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where (/ - \)XX + (n- 2)L is ample. Further p(t) = (-l)"h°(Kx - t3fx), for

t < 0, by the Serre duality and (0.1.1) combined with the fact that 3?x is nef

and big. Assume p(-n) = (-l)"h°(Kx + n5?x) = 0.

Note that either p(t) or p(t - n) is zero for t = 1.n — 1. This follows

because of the maps

T(JTX) ® T(KX ® Jf^-') -» r(/s:x ® Jf^")

and the latter group is zero by hypothesis. Thus since /?(-«) = 0 and since by

the above remark the remaining zeros are between -(« - 1) and (n - 1) we

conclude that p(-(n - 1)) = 0. Indeed, if not, and if (-\fp(-(n - 1)) > 0
then we would have a zero between -n and —n + 1. Therefore we must have

(-I)V(-(h - 1)) < 0, i.e. h°(Kx + (n- \)3?x) < 0, a contradiction. This

implies that p(\) ^ 0, since otherwise we would have more than n zeros of

p(t) : i.e. we would have the zeros -n , -(n- 1) and for t - I, ... ,n-2 one

of t or t - n . By looking at the maps

r(jrx) ® r^ ® j^"-') -^ r(tfx ® jtx")

it thus follows that p(t) - 0 for í = -1, ... , - n . Therefore

(2.2.1) p(t) = X(t+l)---(t + n)/n\;      X = dn=JTx.

Now by a lemma of Matsusaka [L-M, (2.1)],

h°(JTx) < deg<D(X) + dimO(^)

where O: X —* Pc is the meromorphic map associated to T(3ix). Thus in our

case dn(n + 1) = p(l) = h (5?x) < dn + n which implies that

(2.2.2) 1 = dn = 5?x ;       h°(^x) = n + 1.

By Corollary (0.8.3) there exists a proper modification r: X —► Y such that

3£x = r*Jf for some ample line bundle J? on Y satisfying JKn = 1 and

h°(Jf) = n+l in view of (2.2.2). Hence Lemma (2.1) applies to give (Y,^) =

(P\¿?(1)).
Now, by comparing the coefficients of t" x in (2.2.1) and in the Riemann-

Roch formula for p(t) — x(.t^x) we see that

n(n + l)/2n! = -JTX~X -Kx/2(n - 1)!

Since -3?X~X • Kx = -dn + (n - 2)dn_x, we find (n + 2) = (n- 2)dn_x which

leads to either n — 3, dn_x = 5 ; n = 4, dn_x = 3 ; or n = 6, rf/l_, — 2. This

proves the theorem.

(2.3) Proposition. With the relation as above let h°(Kx + n3?x) = 0 and let

r: X -+ P" be the proper modification with n = 3,4 or 6 as in (2.2). Then

X(&s) = n + 2, where S is the transversal intersection of n-2 general members
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of \L\, and the only possible values for the pluridegrees of (X, L) are as in the

table below.

0<d< 125

0<¿<81

0 < d < 64

0<d<4l

3<dx<25

3<dx<27

4<dx<32

4<dx<24

16

14

Furthermore r is an isomorphism outside of a closed subset B c P" such that

dimB < 1 if n - 3 or 4 and dimB < 2 if n = 6.

Proof. For simplicity we give here the proof in the case n - 4 ; indeed the case

n = 6 is an easy modification of it, while the case « = 3 is straightforward.

Let A be a general element of \L\. By looking over the proof of (2.2) we

see that p(-\) = h°(2Kx + 2L) = 0 and hence h°(Kx + L) = 0. Then the
Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem and the exact sequence

0^Ky KX®2L K, 0

give us x(KA ® LA) = h (Kx ® 2L) = 5. Hence the exact sequence

O^K, KA Ke^O

yields

X(<?s) = X(Ks) = 5 + x(<?A).

Finally, from p(0) = x(&x) = 1 and x(~L) = x(Kx + L) = 0 we find x(&A) =
*(¿^) = l,so *(*,) = 6.

To prove the table, note that d4 = 1 since 3?x — r*(f(l). Then d3 < 3

by (1.3). By combining (1.1) and (1.7) we find d2 > d2d4 > 6 which gives

d3 = 3 and d2 < 9. Now we know that ^x,s « Ks ; further the restriction rs

of r to S is the map associated to F(KS) ■ To see this note that, since X is

birational to P4, then h'((fx) = 0 for /' > 0. Thus by the Lefschetz theorem

h\<9A) = 0 for 0 < / < 3 and hence hx(Kx + L) = h2((?A) = hx(KA) = 0.

Then rs is generically 1 to 1 so that d2 > 3x(&s) - 10: otherwise it would

be d2 < 3pg(S) - 7, this leading to a contradiction (see Lemma (1.8) and also

[Ba-P-V, VII, (8.5)]). Hence d2 > 8 and therefore d2 = 9 by parity Lemma
(1.4). From (1.1) we find 3<dx <27, 0 < </< 81.

Let B denote the closed subset of P   where r is not an isomorphism. Then

*v r*K^ + J for some effective line bundle / such that r(supp(/)) B
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and 2L » r*<?(6) - J. Note that the pluridegree d2 of the pair (P4 ,¿?(1)) is

d2(P4,0(1)) = d2 = 9.We have

2d2 = L- (rV(6) - /) • r*&( 1 ) • rV( 1 )

= rtL-(?(6)-&(l)-(?(l)-rtL-B-(?(l)-<f(l)

= 2d2(v\<?(\))-b,

where o = B • rtL ■ &(\) ■ ¿?(1) > 0 if dim5 > 2, a contradiction. This

completes the proof.   G

The following examples show that numbers d and dx can vary quite a lot.

(2.4) Construction. Let S? ,J? be two spanned line bundles on an «-dimen-

sional projective manifold Y. Assume JÍ is very ample and cx (J?)' ^ 0 as
It

an element of # (7,Q). Then there exist t elements Ax, ... ,A of \J?\

meeting transversally along a smooth connected codimension t submanifold B

of Y. Let p: X -+ Y be the blowing-up of Y along B, denote E = p~X(B),

5?' = p*£? - E and put L = J2?' ®p*J?. Note that L is very ample: indeed

5?' is spanned by global sections and Y(2'') gives a map q: X —► P,_1 with

connected fibres and with Jz?' = q*<fp!-t(l). Further Kx « p*Ky + (t - l)E.

Thus Kx + (t- \)L « p*(KY + (t- \){2? + Jt)). Now let t = n-\. Then

3Tx = Kx + {n-2)LKip*(KY + {n-2){!S? + JT)) .

(2.4.1) Example. Let Y = P3, 2? = (?p}(4), J? = (?p3(l) and let F =

<7>pl(l), Í = pVp,(l). Then L = F+£, Jfx = £. Now <f = 1, F3 = Ç-F2 =

0, £2 ■ F = 4, so we can compute d = (F + £)3 = 13 ; dx = (F + £)2 • Ç = 9 ;

¿2 = (F + ¿)-£2 = 5; rf3=£3 = l.

By taking Jz? = ^p3(l) and ^# = (fpi(4) the same construction as above

gives rise to a pair (X, L) with pluridegrees d3 = 1, d2 = 5, dx = 24 and

<3?= 112.

(2.4.2) Example. Let 7 = P4, ^ = ¿?p4(2), Jt = ¿fp4(l) and let F =

«VpJ(l), Í =pVp4(l). Then L = F + Ç, 3?x = t\. Now ¿4 = 1, £3-F = 2,

cf-F2 = 4, <ï-F3 = JF4 = 0,sowefind (d,dx ,d2,d3,d4) = (33,19,9,3,1).

(2.4.3) Example. Let Y = P6 , -S? = ^f = ¿^(1). Here the same computation

as above gives us (d,dx ,d2,d3,d4,d5,d6) = (57,31,16,8,4,2,1).   a

It is worth noting that something more can be said under some extra assump-

tions. We carried out this in the three dimensional case only.

(2.5) Remark (n = 3). By looking over the proofs of (2.2) and (2.3) one sees

that, for n = 3, the general element S e \L\ has the same Hodge numbers

hp'q = hQ(Q?s) as a smooth 5th degree surface in P3.
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(2.6) Remark (n = 3). Assume X in (2.2) to be smooth. Then the results

of [So2] apply to describe the exceptional locus E of the proper modification

r:I-tP . Precisely, P is obtained from X by blowing down P -bundles

to smooth curves or by contracting to points certain divisors explicitly

described as: P2, F0, F( or F2 U P2, where Fg is the Hirzebruch surface

P(<^pi ®^pi (e)), e = 0,1,2. Furthermore by slicing E with a general member

S G \L\ one gets either smooth sections of P1-bundles or reduced, irreducible

curves of type Ax ,A2,A3 or Z)4 (see [So2, (0.5.2), (1.5.2) and (1.8.2)]).

(2.7) Remark (n = 3). Assume X has only rational singularities and let Xx

be ample. Then d3 > 1 unless either

• (*,L) = (PVp3(5));
• X is a Fano variety of index 2, Kx « -2M for an ample line bundle M

on X such that L « 3M, M3 = 1, or

• (X,L) is a scroll over an elliptic curve, LF « <?F(4) for every fibre

FSP2.

As to the proof, let d3 = 1. We can assume h (Kx + 33tx) > 0 ; otherwise

by (2.2) one has (X,L) s (P3,¿fp3(5)) since 3?x is ample. Hence d2 = 1,2,3

or 4 in view of (2.8) below. Cases d2 — 2,4 are excluded by (1.4) while d2 - 1

yields d = 1 by (1.1.1). It thus easily follows that (Xa,La) = (X,L) =

(P3,¿fp3(l)), contradicting 3?x being nef. So we can assume d2 = 3 and

hence the genus formula for 3?x gives g(^x) = 1. Then, by [Fj, Corollary

2], (X ,3?x) is either a Del Pezzo variety or a scroll over an elliptic curve. In

the former case 3KX r¡ -2L, so one easily sees that X is a Fano variety of

index 2, Kx « -2M, M an ample line bundle on X, L « 3M and M3 = 1
(an explicit example can be found in [I-Sh, Theorem 6, (V)]). In the latter

case ^X,F « ^r(l), so that LF « ^p2(4) for every fibre F = P2 and we are

done.   D

Theorem (2.2) has some nice consequences. First, it allows us to improve

(1.3).

(2.8) Proposition. With the notation as above, we have

(n + l)dj>(n-2)dj_x,       j>\,

or Kx+n^x is not effective and (X ,L) is as in (2.3). Furthermore (n+l)dx >

(n - 2)d0 if X is not a quadric hypersurface.

Proof. If (X,L) is not as in (2.3), then Kx + n3?x = (n + \)JTX - (n - 2)L is

effective. Since 3?x is nef and L is ample, one has for j > 1,

(« + l)dj -(n- 2)dj_x m ((« + \)3TX - (n - 2)L) • J^-1 ■ Ln~J > 0.

Now suppose (h-i-I)^ = (n-2)d0. Then we have ((n+l)Ks-(n-2)Ls)-Ls =

0. The ampleness of Ls and the effectivity of (n +1 )KS - (n - 2)L5 imply that

(n +l)Ksfa(n- 2)LS. Therefore (n + l)J?x « (n - 2)L by the first Lefschetz
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theorem on hyperplane sections, so that (n + l)Kx « -n(n - 2)L. This easily

gives Kx « -nM, (n - 2)L s» (n + 1 )M for some ample line bundle M on X,

which means that X is a quadric in a P"+1 (see also [So7, (0.2)] and [Fa-So,

(0.6.1)]).   D

Note that (2.8) gives the bound

(n + l)(2g(L)-2)

2« - 1

Let a(XA ,LA) be the spectral value of (Xa ,La) as in (0.5). If a(XA ,LA)

< 3, all the reductions (X, L) have been characterized in [So7] in the «-dimen-

sional case. As a consequence of (2.2) all of the pairs (X, L) with a(XA, LA) <

(4n + \)l(n + 1) can also be described.

(2.9) Corollary. With the notation as.above, either a(XA ,LA) > (4n + l)/(n +1)

or Kx + nXx is not effective and (X, L) is as in (2.3).

Proof. Assume (X,L) is not as in (2.3). Then Kx + nXx = (n + \)KX+

n(n - 2)L is effective and writing

(n+l)Kx + n(n-2)L = (n + i)Ux+(n + l-^^JL>j

one sees that a(XA ,LA) = a(X,L) > (4n + l)/(« + 1).   D

As far as the smooth three dimensional case is concerned, some bounds for

X(&x) and e(X) can be given.

Let JX(L) be the first holomorphic jet bundle of L on X. Note that all the
usual inequalities that hold for Chern classes of spanned bundles (see e.g. [Fl]),

hold also for Jx (L) even though /, (L) is not spanned at the finite set of points

where L is not very ample. To see this we need the following general fact.

(2.10) Lemma. Let Y be a normal variety of dimension n and let E be a

rank r>n vector bundle on Y. Assume that the sequence

(*) Xxr(E)-+E^®Cx^0,

where x G F and ev: X x T(E) —► E is defined by ev(x,s) — s(x) G Ex for

any (x, s) G X x T(E), is exact, F is a finite set and Cx is a skyscraper sheaf

supported at x with a single copy of C as fibre. Then

(2.10.1) c,(£)-y(. >0 for all effective i-cycles Y¡ on Y;

(2.10.2) (c2(E) - c2(E)) -Y2>0 for all effective 2-cycles Y2 on Y.

Proof. In view of condition (*), any n - 1 general sections sx,... ,sn_x of

E give linearly independent vectors of Ex restricted to any x G F. Thus, for

/ > 1, c, (E) is dual to a cycle ^ that moves without base points; indeed f

is defined as

^ = {z G X: sx(z), ... ,sn_x(z) are not linearly independent in Ez).
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For i= 1, note that det(£') is spanned outside F and so (det(E))m is spanned

by global sections for m » 0. This shows (2.9.1). For (2.9.2) note that

(c2x(E)-c2(E))-Y2 = cx(t)r+X-p*Y2

where p : P(E) —► X is the usual projection and ¿; is the tautological line bundle

on P(E). The above condition (*) translates into £ being spanned by global

sections outside of a finite set of points, so £m is spanned for m » 0. This

implies cx (<!;)' • Zt > 0 for all effective i-cycles Z( on F(E), in particular for

Zt=P*Y2.   a

In (2.11.4) below, the numbers dA are the pluridegrees of (Xa,LA) we

define at the end of this section.

(2.11) Proposition. Assume that Xa is smooth of dimension three and \LA\

embeds Xa in a VN. Let (X ,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,LA). Then the

following relations hold:

(2.11.1) (3d2 + 2dx-d+l2X((?s))/32>x(&x);

(2.11.2) 2d3 + ld2 + \2dx -3d- \%x(@s) + 4*X(&X) > 0;

(2.11.3) e(X) < 24;r(¿?s) + 2g(L) -2-2d2;

(2.11.4) e(XA) > 48*(^) - 84*(¿?5) - dA2 + 20dA + \ldA + 1 \dA + dA ,

with equality if N < 6.

Proof. By looking over the proof of (2.2), we can assume that Kx + t3?x is

effective for some t = 1,2 or 3 ; otherwise it would be d3 = 1 and hence

X(@x) — 1 • We can also assume that t = 3 since for t = 1,2 we find stronger

relations. Then Lemma (2.10) leads to

(2.11.5) c2(/,(L))-(4^ + 3L)>0,

(2.11.6) (cx(Jx(L))2 - c2(Jx(L))) • (4KX + 3L) > 0,

(2.11.7) c3(Jx(L))>0.

The vector bundle /, (L) fits in an exact sequence

0 -* J'* ® L - JX(L) - L - 0

where ^x   is the cotangent bundle to X. A standard computation shows that

c2(Jx(L)) = c2(X) + 3KX-L + 6L-L,

cx(Jx(L)) = Kx + 4L

where c2(X) = c2(ETx*). Recall that by the Riemann-Roch theorem (0.13.1)

one has c2(X) • L = \2x(&s) - dx - d2, S general member of \L\. Then by
using the equalities above, it is purely a mechanical computation to show that
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(2.11.5) and (2.11.6) lead to (2.11.1) and (2.11.2) respectively, while (2.11.7)
gives (2.11.3).

Finally (2.11.4) is nothing but formula (0.7.2) in [Li-So], rewritten in terms

of the numbers dA , if N <6. For N > 7 a similar argument as in the proof

of (0.11) works.

(2.12) Example. As a consequence of (2.11) we can compute the number of

sections of 3?x in some particular cases. E.g., suppose that there exists a smooth

threefold X in P5 with invariants g(L) =\2, d = 9, dx = \3, d2 = d3 = \l,

X(<?x) < 9 (compare with Table 1). One has hx(@x) = hx(&s) and pg(S) = 8

Table 1

dj'S dfs Comments

>0 dj-(-l)JY,J>0

dj>dj+ldj_i, « — 1 > y > 1

dn¡ > d}nd"-', n-\>j>\

d2 > 3; dj > 2 if j¿n
ÏÏK nef and big

(n + 2)dj >(n-2)dj-i, j> 1 [n + 2)df>(n-2)d^_x
j > 1, j odd

dj = dj+i mod(2), j even df = df+l mod(2) J even

di = 2g(L) -2-d
genus formula

di < 9X(<?s) d$ < 9x(<?s)

di > 2X{<?S) - 6

Miyaoka's inequality

Noether's theorem

di > 3*(<fs) - 10
if r(Ks) gives a generically 1-1
map (Beauville-Castelnuovo

inequality)

(n+\)dj>(n-2)dj_l, j>\

((n + \)dx >{n- 2)d0)

(n+l)d*>(n-2)d*_i.

j > 1, j odd

unless n = 3,4 or 6 and there

exists proper effective

modification r: X —► P" with

jrx = r*(f(\) (see (2.2), (2.3))
(X is not a quadric)

(n+\)df-{n-2)df_x
>-(-\)'(2n-\)y,j>\

iî h°(Kx + nJPx) > 0

2d£ = rfA2 - 5rfA -

W(g(L)-l) + l2X((?s)

X" CPN, N = n + 2

2d£ < dAl - 5rfA -

Y0(g(L) - 1) + 12z«fs)

yA c p\ >  N > „ + 3
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for a general member S G \L\. From (2.11.1) we find h2((fx) < 5 so that the

exact sequence

0-L"1 -+&x^cfs-+0

gives h°(3Tx) > 3.

(2.13) Remark. Assume (Xa,LA) = (X,L) and X smooth of dimension

three. By (2.11) we can conclude that cases g(L) = 10 or 12 with x(^s) - 1

and g(L) = 11 with x(^s) = 2 do not occur if X c PN, N < 6. E.g.
look at the case g(L) = 11, *(¿?5) = 2. From (2.11.1), (2.11.2) we find

-1 < X(&x) < 1 and (2.10.3) gives e(X) < 60, contradicting (2.11.4).   o

Let us go back to the general case of dimension n > 3. Let n : Xa —► X be

the blowing up of X as in (0.7) and let y be the number of points of X blown

up. As done in § 1 for the pair (X, L), write

JTXA = KXA + (n- 2)LA

and define as usual the pluridegrees of (Xa ,La) as

dA=^A.LA{n-j],       j = 0,...,n.

Then one has

(2.14) d* = dj-(~l)jy,      j = 0,...,n.

All the properties of pluridegrees rf. 's proved in §§1 and 2 hold true for the

dA 's except those which need the nefness and bigness of ^x . So numbers dA 's

may be negative and properties (1.1), (1.2), (1.3), (1.7), (2.8) and (2.11) do not

work for the dA 's. Let us only point out that (2.14) and (1.3) lead to

(2.15) (n + 2)dA-(n-2)dA_x>(-l)j+x2ny,       j>l,

while, if Kx + nJ^x is effective, then (2.14) and (2.8) easily yield

(2.16) („ + i)^A_(„_2)i/A_1>(-iy+1(2n-l)y,       j > 1.

Table 1 summarizes all the relations in terms of the pluridegrees dj's, dA 's

we have found except the bounds for g(L), x(<^x) » e(X) and e(XA) given in

(0.10) and (2.11) respectively.

3. Numerical classification of smooth threefolds

Let (X ,L) be a reduction of (Xa ,LA) of dimension n = 3 and let 5A,

CA ,S,C be as in §0. Recall that KXA + 2LA and J?x = Kx + L are assumed

to be nef and big. Further suppose that Xa is smooth and |LA| embeds Xa

in a projective space P^, N > 5 . Our aim is to list all possible values for the

numerical invariants introduced in the paper for low values of sectional genus

g{L).
Note that we need the smoothness assumption only to use (0.12) and (2.11).
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(3.1) Remark. Case N = 4 can be easily carried out. Indeed Xa is embedded

by |LA| as a hypersurface of degree dA in P4, so that

KXA+2LAK<?XA(dA-3).

Since KXA + 2LA is nef and big it has to be dA > 4. Let SA be a general

member of |LA|. Then KgA « ^A,SA « ¿V(¿A ~ 4) and d\ = Ks* ' Ls<- =

dA(dA - 4). The genus formula gives

2g(L) -2 = dA + dA(dA -4) = dA(dA - 3).

Thus the possibilities for (dA, g(L)) are (dA , (dA(dA - 3) + 2)/2). Note that

case dA = 4, g(L) = 3 is excluded: otherwise the genus formula yields dA = 0

and hence we get the contradiction dx < 0. Then dA > 5, so in particular

KXA « <fXA or is very ample. Note also that for dA = 5,6,1, ... the genera

are g(L) = 6,10,15,..., respectively.   D

From Castelnuovo's bound (0.10), by writing

dA - 2 - e
[(dA-2)(N-3)] =- N~3 ",       0 < e < N-4,

we infer that

dA > ^yi + .   h(N - 3)g(L) + (?L-1 -en,       0<e<iV-4,

which leads to

^ > f (^ - l)/2 + y/(2(jy - 3)g(L) + 1/4)    ifAT-5isodd,

" I (A/ - l)/2 -(- ̂ /2(A^ - 3)g(L) if AT-5 is even.

The Hodge index theorem (1.1) gives us d '  < dx, so that

(3.3) d + d2'3 < 2g(L) - 2

by the genus formula. Therefore, since d >dA , we find from (3.2), (3.3)

(3.4) 2 + 2y/gjL) + (2 + 2^gjL))2,3<2g(L)-2

which implies that

g{L)>l.

(3.5) Claim. Cases g(L) = 7,8 do not occur.

Proof. If g(L) = 7, formulas (3.2), (3.3) and (1.5) give d = dA = 8 and
i/, = 4. Then one has ¿3 = 1, rf2 = 2 by (1.1.1). Again from (3.2) we see that

N = h°(LAA) = 5 , so (0.11.1) applies to give a contradiction.

If g(L) = 8, (3.2), (3.3) yield 8 < dA < d < 9 and from (1.1.1) we easily
rule out case d = 9. Therefore d = dA = 8 and the same argument as above

leads to a contradiction.   D



Table 2

\g(L)

10

11

12

dx d2

10

9

10

10

11

12

10

9

il
11

13

11

12

9

8

9

7

9

8

13

9

_4_

6

3

7

^_

17

10
10
11
10

12
11
12

6
7

12

11 11 11

12 13

9

2

2 or 4

3 or 5

5 < d-i < 21, odd

2
3

4<rf3 < 12, even

2 or 4

X(&s

13

10
11

10

13

14

14 4 < dj < 14, even

5<rf3 <25, odd

11

14
11
12
11

10
13
12
13

6
9

10
15

2
3 or 5

4,6, or8
5<d3< 17, odd

12

15
16
12

13
12

9
8

12

11

12

3
4
6

7

12

1
2
2

3
12

14

10 10 16 20 6 < d-¡ < 24, even 10

11

13
14
11
12
11

13
12
15
14
15

6
7

10
11
16

2
3

4 or 6

3,5, or7
4 < ¿3 < 16, even

12

12
13
14
12

14
13
12
14

7
8
9

13

3
2 or 4
3 or 5

5 < ¿3 < 11. odd

13
14
15
13

12
11
13

6
7

11

2
3

3 < d3 < 9, odd
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By using all the above relations it is purely a mechanical procedure to check

which invariants occur. We check this for threefolds (Xa ,LA) in P^ in the

following cases: TV = 5 and g(L) < 14; 7V = 6,7 or 8 and g(L) < 13;

N = 9 and g(L) < 14; TV = 10 and g(L) < 16. We have carried these

computations out using Oregon Pascal on a VAX 750 of the College of Science

of the University of Notre Dame. We do not include here the program which

is, however, available on request.

As an example, it should be worthwhile to list the invariants we obtain for

threefolds in P5 of log-general type and with h°(Kx + 33?x) > 0. In Table 2,

"H.i.r." stands for the Hodge index relation d2 = dd2. Note that whenever

d = dx = d2 , it also follows from (1.1.2) that d3 = dj for ;' = 0,1,2.

Added in proof. Note that cases (g(L), dA) = (13,10), (14,10) in the table of

threefolds in P5 do not occur. Indeed, as pointed out to us by J. Rathmann,

for codimension 2 manifolds (Xa ,LA) in P^ the stronger bound g(L) <

d \~3^ + 1 holds true whenever g(L) does not reach the maximum with

respect to the Castelnuovo bound (see L. Gruson and C. Peskine, Genre des

courbes de l'espaceprejectif, Algebraic Geometry, Proceedings, Tromsö, Norway

1977, Lecture Notes in Math., vol. 687, Springer, 1978).

Furthermore the third author has shown in the paper On the nonemptyness

of the adjoint linear system of a hyperplane section of a threefold, to appear in

Crelle's J., that if Kx + L is nef and big, then given a smooth surface S G \L\,

it follows that

2h°(Kx + L)>x(&s).

By using this and further arguments three more cases (g(L),dA) = (9,9),

(9,10), (11,12) can be ruled out. Moreover explicit examples of three-folds

in P can be constructed by using some of liaison's techniques. We refer for

this to the preprint Threefolds of degree 9 and 10 in P5 by M. Beltrametti, M.

Schneider and A. J. Sommese.
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